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Pursuant to leave requested, Holland & Hart, LLP

(Holland & Hart) respectfully submits this brief as an

in order to present Holland & Hart'samicus curiae,

position on federal income tax issues addressed in

previously filed amicus briefs.

STATEMENT OF INTEREST OF THE AMICUS CURIAE

Holland & Hart is a law firm based in Denver,

Colorado, with 16 offices and over 500 attorneys in

offices throughout the Rocky Mountain West region and

in Washington, D.C. For approximately 15 years,

Holland & Hart attorneys have been practicing in the

field of low-income housing and specifically, with

respect to the allocation of tax credits under Section

42 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (the Code) . 1

Much of Holland & Hart's Section 42 practice involves

providing tax opinions to state housing authorities

and syndicators. For example, both the Colorado

Housing and Finance Authority and the New Mexico

Mortgage Finance Authority require the owner of any

low-income housing project desiring to claim Section

42 Low- Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC) to submit,

1 26 U.S.C. Section 42 (referred to herein as "Section

42") .
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as part of the application and approval process, a

written opinion from a qualified attorney that the

project in question is eligible for Section 42 tax

credits. Holland & Hart lawyers regularly provide

those opinions.

The primary issue in this appeal relates to

whether Appellee Homeowner's Rehab, Inc. (HRI) has a

right to exercise a right of first refusal (ROFR) with

regards to a low- income housing project (the Project)

for which the investors received LIHTC and other

federal tax benefits. The Superior Court's

interpretation of the ROFR calls into question the

very validity of the underlying partnership

arrangement and the right of the investors to utilize

the LIHTC, thereby undermining the primary purpose of

their investment in low- income housing. While the

court focused on the intent of Section 42 to promote

the development of affordable housing, it failed to

consider the ramifications of its decision in light of

the Code. As explained below, by failing to consider

the unintended consequences of its opinion, the

decision may have the opposite effect on the

development of affordable housing and may in fact

discourage investment in such projects.
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Appellee (and HRI affiliate) Memorial Drive

Housing, Inc. (the General Partner or Memorial Drive)

co-owns the Project with Appellants Related Corporate

V Special Limited Partner, LP (the SLP) and Centerline

Corporate Partner V, LP (jointly, the Limited Partners

or the Investors) , in a limited partnership (the

Partnership) governed by their partnership agreement

(the Partnership Agreement) . Separately, the

Partnership and HRI are parties to a Right of First

Refusal and Option Agreement (the ROFR/Option

Agreement), which provides for HRI's right to acquire

the Project through either a ROFR or an option, on the

terms stated in the ROFR/Option Agreement.

The narrow issue is whether the ROFR was

triggered by a purchase offer that was not bona fide

in multiple respects. First, Memorial Drive solicited

the offer from another nonprofit entity, Madison Park

Development Corporation (Madison Park) , as a "favor"

to Memorial Drive and for the exclusive purpose of

triggering HRI's ROFR. Second, the offer had zero

chance of maturing into Madison Park's purchase of the

Project, because Madison Park had no actual interest

in purchasing the Project and it knew that HRI would

exercise the ROFR Third, Memorial Drive (as the
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Partnership's General Partner) accepted the offer

knowing that the transaction would require the SLP's

consent but that the Limited Partners did not wish to

sell the property and, therefore, that the SLP would

not provide the required consent; yet Memorial Drive

did not even promptly advise the Limited Partners of

the offer, much less seek or obtain the SLP's consent.

Despite these facts, the Superior Court concluded

that Madison Park's offer triggered the ROFR. The

decision under review effectively converts the ROFR

into an option to purchase for below fair market value

(FMV) , and greatly expanded HRI ' s rights under the

ROFR/Option Agreement at the expense of the Investors'

rights under that contract and the Partnership

Agreement. The decision appears to justify its

ultimate conclusion—forcing the Limited Partners to

sell the Project to HRI at below-FMV—on the rationale

that the Limited Partners obtained the benefit of

their bargain by enjoying the Project's tax benefits,

and that they therefore had no valid interest in the

residual value of the property.

Many of the low- income housing projects in which

Holland & Hart provides Section 42 tax opinions are

subject to ROFRs similar to the one at issue in this
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appeal The Superior Court's rulings, if affirmed,

would significantly impact Holland & Hart's past and

future federal income tax opinions . For the reasons

discussed in this brief, the decision below calls into

question the allocation of Section 42 tax credits

generated by a number of projects as to which Holland

& Hart has rendered opinions. If this Court were to

uphold the Superior Court opinion, Holland & Hart

would not be able to opine with the same degree of

confidence in the future regarding the viability, for

federal income tax purposes, of low- income housing

projects subject to ROFRs described in Section

42 (i) (7) . In that event, Holland & Hart would have to

consider suspending or limiting its tax opinion

practice under Section 42 until the law is clarified

or the Internal Revenue Service (the IRS) publishes

guidance .

In addition to Holland & Hart's professional

stake in the outcome of this case based on the nature

of its Section 42 opinion practice, Holland & Hart

attorneys have significant expertise in Section 42

federal taxation issues that may assist the Court in

resolving this appeal. The firm also has an interest

as amicus curiae based on its relationship with the
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party controlling Appellants, Alden Torch Financial,

LLC, which .is a Hoi land & Hart client

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS

The five amicus briefs in support of Appellees2

rely heavily on the principal policy underlying

section 42—encouragement of the development and

maintenance of low- income housing—to justify the

outcome below, i.e., allowing the General Partner to

solicit a pretextual offer in order to trigger HR1 ' s

ROFR, which effectively converts the ROFR into an

option Holland & Hart agrees than the promotion of

low income housing is important However, Appellees'

Amici and Appellees largely ignore other important

aspects of Section 42 and federal income tax law In

the end, and ironically, the broader tax implications

of the decision will likely have an unintended

negative impact on investment in affordable housing by

2 (1) Brief of Massachusetts Department of Housing and

Community Development, et al . (State Agencies' Brief),

(2) Brief of Preservation of Affordable Housing, Inc

and The Community Builders, Inc (POAh/TCB Brief) ;

(3) Brief of Massachusetts Housing Investment

Corporation (MHIC Brief), (4) Brief of Citizens'

Housing and Planning Association, et al . (CHPA Brief),

and (b) Brief of the Chinese Progressive Association

and the Chelsea Cooperative, Inc. (CPA/CC Brief) We

refer to the amici curiae submitting these briefs

collectively as Appellees' "Amici."
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causing uncertainty as to investors' ability to

utilize LIHTC and other tax benefits.

In this brief, Holland & Hart addresses the

unintended federal tax consequences of the decision

below, if it is affirmed, on this and other Section 42

proj ects .

As Appellees' Ami ci concede, a transaction1 .

must have "economic substance" in order for a taxpayer

to obtain the federal tax benefits that would normally

be associated with the transaction. Under that bedrock

rule, a transaction or relationship that lacks

economic substance will be treated as a nullity, and

the federal tax laws will apply based on the genuine

economic reality rather than contractual nomenclature.

Under the economic substance doctrine, two aspects of

the Superior Court's decision, if affirmed, could

jeopardize the Partnership's eligibility for federal

tax benefits:

It is well-established that a taxpayera .

cannot obtain federal tax benefits associated with the

ownership of property unless the taxpayer actually

owns that property. Therefore, a party holding an

option to buy property for a fixed, below-FMV price is

treated, for federal tax purposes, as the property
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owner as of the date of the grant. In this case, the

Superior Court construed the ROFR as the functional

equivalent of an unrestricted option to purchase at a

be low - FMV price: the court held that the ROFR was

exercisable at will by HRI for the Section 42 (i) (7)

minimum price—even in response to a disingenuous offer

and despite the SLP's unwillingness to sell. Applying

the economic substance rule to the Superior Court's

construction of the ROFR, HRI has arguably owned the

Project for federal tax purposes since July 10, 1997,

when it entered into the ROFR/Option Agreement; if so,

then the Limited Partners arguably were not entitled

to any of the federal tax benefits, including the

LIHTC, that motivated their investment. Accordingly,

while the Superior Court's construction of the ROFR

superficially seems to further Appellees' and their

Amici' s policy-based objective of allowing HRI to

acquire the Project, the court's rulings in fact

jeopardize all the tax benefits that underlie Section

42 transactions.

b. Federal tax law requires all partners

in a partnership to be subject to both upside and

downside potential, separate and apart from

anticipated tax benefits, in order for the partnership
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to be deemed real for federal tax law purposes and for

the partners to receive those tax benefits. The

Superior Court concluded that the federal tax benefits

that the Limited Partners obtained through the Project

provided them with the benefit of their bargain, and

that they had no expectation under the Partnership

Agreement of additional benefits. That ruling helped

justify as equitable a forced, below-FMV sale.

However, for the Partnership to be respected as

legitimate under federal income tax law, it must have

a profit potential independent of and in addition to

the value of the tax benefits that attend the

Project's development". The holding to the contrary—

that the Project's tax benefits cons Li Luted Lhe

entirety of the economic benefit to the Limited

Partners—places at risk the very existence of the

Partnership for federal tax purposes, again

threatening the Section 42 investment from its

inception in this and other low-income housing

pro j ects .

If this Court affirms the decision's2 .

construction of the ROFR, which calls into serious

doubt the tax benefits afforded under Section 42, the

Court will seriously diminish for-profit entities'

13



moti vat.j.on t.o invest and will deter, if not eliminate

future investments in Section 42 low income housing

proj ects .

7\ n r~trT7\/iTgT\Trn

I Under the Economic Substance Rule, the

Suoerior Court's Construction of the ROFR

Invites _the Perverse Effect of Precluding

Investors From Obtaining the Tax Benefits

That Underlie Section 42 Investments

The economic substance doctrine says that a

transaction must have a meaningful economic purpose or

investor risk to be legitimate. To satisfy the

economic substance rule, a transaction must "retain [

significant and genuine attributes" of the transaction

it purports to be Frank Lyon Co v United States,

435 U.S 561, 584 (1978) "What those attributes are

in any particular case will necessarily depend upon

its facts." Id.3 See, e.g., Corbin West Ltd P' ship v

3 The economic substance rule is one of various bases

for IRE challenges to the bona fides of a transaction

for federal tax purposes Other related doctrines

include the sham transaction doctrine and the

subst.ance-over-f orm doctrine. See Joint Comm. on

Tax'n, Technical Explanation of the Revenue Provisions

of the "Reconciliation Act of 2010," as amended, i.n

combination with the "Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act," UCX- 18-10 at 142 n 300 (Mar 21,

2010) ("Closely rel.ated doctrines also applied by the

courts (sometimes interchangeable with the economic

substance doctrine) include the 'sham transaction

doctrine' and the 'business purpose doctrine '"); id

14



Comm'r, T.C. Memo. 1999-7, 1999 WL 13704, at **3-5

(Jan 15, 1999) (where there was no reasonable

likelihood that a note would be paid off, it lacked

economic substance and would not be included in a

property's basis for purposes of claiming depreciation

deductions or LIHTC under Section 42)

The Superior Court's decision implicates the

economic substance rule in two important respects..

First, because the court construed the ROFR as an

option to buy the Project for a bedow-FMV price, HRI

as the option-holder has likely owned the property for

federal tax purposes since the Partnership granted the

ROFR in 1997. Second, because the Superior Court ruled

that the Limited Partners expected and were entitled

to no economic benefit from the Project beyond its tax

benefits, the Partnership is unlikely to qualify as a

real partnership for federal tax purposes. If

affirmed, both of these rulings are likely to provide

("[c]ertain 'substance over form' cases" have also

looked to the transaction's economic substance). For

concision, and because we believe the economic

substance doctrine would be the most likely basis for

an IRS challenge based on the Superior Court rulings

discussed in the text, we use "economic substance" to

refer to the economic genuineness of the Limited

Partners' investment, regardless of the precise legal

doctrine that the IRS would invoke.
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ammunition to the IRS, which might seek to deprive the

Limited Partners of any tax benefits associated with

the Project—to potentially sabotage its raison d'etre

from a tax perspective

The "ROFR-as -Option" HoldingA.

Under the economic substance rule, a below- FMV

option, or an option that is reasonably certain to be

exercised, is treated for federal income tax purposes

as transferring the benefits and burdens of ownership

upon the date of grant. See, e.g., Treas . Reg. Sec.

1.1361-1(1) (4) (iii) (A) (an option is treated as an S

corporation's purchased stock if "the call option is

substantially certain to be exercised . . . and has a

strike price substantially below the market value of

the underlying stock on the date that the call option

is issued"); Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.761-3 (d) (where an

option to purchase a partnership interest is

reasonably certain to be exercised based primarily on

a below-FMV strike price, the option-holder enjoys

rights that are substantially similar to the rights of

a partner and should be treated as a partner as of the

grant date); see also Rev. Rul . 82-150 1982-2 C.B.

110 (where an option agreement gave the taxpayer "the

right to purchase for $30,000 stock worth $100,000,

16



. . [the taxpayer 1 has assumed the benefits and

burdens of the ownership of the [company' sj stock and,

therefore, the sale of [the] stock to [taxpayer] has

been completed" as of the date che option is issued);

Rev Rul . 85- 87, 1985-1 C R 268 (where "the fair

market value of the stock at the time the put [option]

was sold was less than the exercise price of the put

there was no substancial likelihood that, the put

would not be exercised," and, therefore, the option

"in substance a contract to acquire stock")was

Torres v Coram' r, 88 T C 702, 720 (198 7) (taxpayer

must possess "sufficient benefits and burdens of

ownership to be considered the owner of [property] for

Federal tax purposes") .

Accordingly, under the federal tax laws, if

options are exercisable at substantially below the FMV

of the property subject to the opcion, the options are

treated as exercised on the grant date, with an

attendant change of ownership of the subject property

on that date See, e.g., Treas Reg. § 1 1504-

4(g) (3) (ii) (B) (for purposes of determining when

corporations may file consolidated returns, to avoid

having an option to buy stock considered a completed

stock purchase on the date of grant, "the exercise

17



price of the option [must be] equal to or greater tnan

the fair marker value of the underlying stock on the

exercise date"), Treas Reg § 1.761 -3(d) (2) (i.i)

(same, for partnership- issued option); Rev Proc

§ 4.05, as revised by Ann.2007-65, 2007-2 C B 967

2007-112, 2007 2 C B 1175 and Ann 2009-69, 2009 40

I.R.B. 475 (options t.o purchase wind energy

partnerships "The purchase price for the Property

must either be a price that is not less than the fair

market value of the Property determined at the time of

exercise or, if the purchase price is determined prior

to exercise, a price that the parties reasonably

believe, based on all facts and circumstances at the

time the price is determined, will not be less than

the fair market value of the Property at the time the

right may be exercised ") ; Rev Proc 2001-28 2001-1

C.B. 1156, § 4 03 (options to purchase property

subject to certain leases: "No member of the Lessee

Group may have a contractual right t.o purchase the

property from the lessor at a price less than its fair

market value at the time the right is exercised ")

Some of Appellees' A.mici recognize this fact of

federal tax law They concede, for example, that

"basic federal, tax principals [sic] would call into

18



question the receipt of federal tax deductions and

credits by an investor in a limited partnership or

limited liability company if such entity had entered

into a potentially below-market fixed-price option [.]"

MHIC Brief at 13. See also id. at 11 ("A second

principal [sic] of federal tax law is that if a party

holds a below-market fixed-price option to acquire a '

property, such option holder would likely be

considered the owner of the property for tax purposes

because the benefits and burdens of ownership are

shifted to the option holder as a result of the

favorable terms of the option.") (citing Rev. Rul . 55-

540, 1955-2 C.B. 39); CHPA Rri ef at 28 (acknowledging

that "a below-market option proved difficult to

implement [in proposed amendments to Section 42] under

congressional concernbasic tax principles" due to
n \

that the grant of a below-market option' would put an

investor's 'true ownership' in question and, as a

consequence, deprive the investor of the tax benefits

associated with participation in a LIHTC project") ;

POAH/TCB Brief at 9 (recognizing "numerous tax cases

and rules ... in which the owner is denied tax

19



benefits if it is not truly vested with the burdens

and benefits of ownership") . 4

The legislative history of Section 42, including

of failed bills to amend that section to permit

options in addition to ROFRs , confirms that the ROFR

permitted under Section 42 was not intended to be a

below-FMV option exercisable at the nonprofit's

discretion. Holland & Hart understands that Bradley

Myers will address that legislative history in its

separate amicus brief in support of the Limited

Partners .

While admitting that a below-FMV option would not

satisfy the economic substance rule. Appellees' Amici

contend (without any supporting authority) that the

below-FMV ROFR in this case, and below-FMV ROFRs in

general, pose no risk under that rule. They are

mistaken. Federal tax law looks at the substance—the

"genuine attributes" and "economic realities"—of the

transaction. Frank Lyon Co., 435 U.S. at 583-84. It

4 Evidently, when structuring the Partnership,

Appellants and Appellees also recognized that granting

HRI a below-FMV option to purchase the Project would

call into question the tax ownership of the Project.

As such, the Partnership granted HRI a FMV option,

exercisable at HRI's will, and the ROFR, exercisable

only through the receipt of a bona fide offer.

20



rejects "arbitrary dealings and labels that have no

economic significance." Id. at 583. Therefore, merely

calling an option a ROFR changes nothing for tax

purposes—as Abraham Lincoln once observed, "'calling

tail a leg would not make it a leg.'"[a sheep ' s]

Maines v. Comm'r, 144 T.C. 123, 132 (2015) (quoting

George W. Julian, "Lincoln and the Proclamation of

Emancipation," in Reminiscences of Abraham Lincoln by-

Distinguished Men of His Time (Allen Thorndike Rice,

ed., Harper & Bros. 1909), 227, 242 (1885) available

at https://archive.org/details/cu31924 012 92 8 93 7)) .

Section 42 (i) (7) allows a ROFR similar to the one

in this case, but only if (a) it is treated like any

other ROFR under the common law of real property, and

(b) it can be triggered only upon the receipt of a

bona fide or genuine offer. To allow otherwise would

call into question under federal income tax law, as of

the date the parties entered into the ROFR agreement,

the ownership of the low- income housing project for

tax purposes—it would warrant treating the nonprofit

holding the ROFR, rather than the partnership granting

that right, as the owner of the project. And if the

nonprofit entity owns the project as of the date of

21



the grant of the ROFR, the limited partner can derive

no tax benefit from its interest in the partnership.

That's the likely result in this case, unless

this Court reverses. As construed by the Superior

the ROFR was intended to operate as an option.Court ,

The lower court held, and Appellees and their Amici

argue on appeal, that nonprofit entities may exercise

such ROFRs at their discretion—without any need for a

third-party to have made a bona fide offer to

purchase—and that for-profit investors in low- income

housing projects are required to sell those projects

to nonprofits at below-FMV prices, essentially on

demand. See Appellants' Brief at 14-20. Because in

substance the ROFR has become an option—due to the

Superior Court's construction—the IRS would likely

view HRI as having assumed ownership of the Project

back in 1997, and the Limited Partners as not entitled

to any tax benefits from the Project.

Appellees and their Amici acknowledge that the

ROFR in the ROFR/Option Agreement is typical of those

used in many Section 42 transactions. See, e.g.,

POAH/CBI Brief at 5-6; CHPA Brief at 30-31; MHIC Brief

at 13-14; State Agencies' Brief at 9-11. As a result,

the unintended consequence in this case—the transfer

22



of ownership to HRI, the nonprofit holding the

purported ROFR , and the elimination of ownership-based

tax benefits for the Limited Partners of the

Partnership granting the so-called ROFR—may infect

every Section 42 investment using a comparable

provision .

In short, the Superior Court adopted a strained

construction of the ROFR to further the court's

admitted goal of encouraging the maintenance of low-

income housing.5 Appellees and their Amici echo that

goal and ask this Court to affirm that construction.

Ironically, though, the Superior Court's application

of the ROFR as if it were a freely exercisable and

below-FMV option could unravel the entire Section 42

program for investing in low- income housing, by

depriving investors of the tax benefits on which the

entire program depends.

5 As Appellants discussed in their opening brief, the

Project is subject to (1) a long-term lease between

the 808-812 Memorial Drive Housing Charitable Trust

as landlord, and the Partnership, as tenant, that

requires the Project to be operated in conformance

with an Affordable Housing Agreement between the

Partnership and the City of Cambridge; and (2) a land

use agreement with the Secretary of Housing and Urban

Development. As such, the Project will remain low-

income housing regardless of the owner of the Project

and of the outcome of this case.

/
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The "Benefit of the Bargain" HoldingB.

Under the economic substance rule, a partnership

will not be deemed real for federal tax purposes

unless all partners are subject to both upside and

downside potential Ail the partners must have "really

and truly intended to join together for the purpose of

carrying on business and sharing of profits or losses

or both " Coinm'r v. Tower, 327 U.S. 280, 287 (1946)

(emphasis added) ; see also Coinm'r v Culhertson , 33 7

U S 733, 741-42 (1949), Historic Boardwalk Hall, LLC

v Comm'r, 694 F 3d 42S, 459 (3rd Cir 2012) ("dearth

of any meaningful upside potential" meant that

purported partner in limited liability company was not

a bona fide partner for federal tax purposes) , cert

denied, , 133 S Ct 2374 (2013) ,U S.

Recently codified,5 "the economic suostance

doctrine nas been used to prevent taxpayers from

subverting the legislative purpose of the tax code by

engaging in transactions that are fictitious or lack

economic reality simply to reap a tax benefit." Coltec

Indus , Tnc v United States, 454 F 3d 1340, 1353-54

6 See 26 U S C. Section 7701 (o) (effective for

transact ions entered into after March 30, 2010).
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(Fed Cir. 2006), cert, denied, 549 U.S. 1206 (2007).

The cases consistently hold that partnership

transactions entered into without a reasonable

possibility of profit should be disregarded for

Chemtech Royalty Assocs . ,federal tax purposes. E.g.

LP v. United States, 766 F 3d 453, 460-65 (5th Cir

2014) (holding that a partnership structured as a tax

shelter was a sham and should be disregarded for

federal tax purposes because some partners received a

fixed annual return on their investment and bore no

significant risks arising out of the partnership's

transactions) ,- Southgate Master Fund , LLC ex rel .

Montgomery Capital Advisors , LLC v. United States, 659

F . 3d 466 (5th Cir. 2011) (same, where the partners

never intended to operate the partnership jointly,

though the partnership's acquisition of a portfolio of

nonperforming loans was motivated by a genuine

business purpose)

Thus, in order to be partners in the Partnership

for federal tax purposes, the Limited Partners were

required to have had the expectation of a profit

potential. Whether the parties "really and truly"

intended to share in profits and losses is a question

of fact, based not only on the written agreements
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between the parties, but also on their conduct Tower,

327 US at 287

The prospect of tax benefits does not change the

requirement of a profit potential. A transaction will

be "disregarded for Federal income tax purposes if it

is determined 'that the taxpayer was motivated by no

business purpose other than obtaining tax benefits in

entering the transaction, and that the transaction has

no economic substance because no reasonable

possibility of a profit exists.'" Torres, 88 T C at

73 8 (quoting Rice's Toyota World, Inc. v. Comm'r 752

F 2d 89, 91 (4th Cir 1985)).

friendship Dairies , Inc. v Commissioner, 90 T.C.

1054 (1988), is instructive. The taxpayer in that case

purchased computer equipment that it leased back to

the seller for nine years, and "there was no

possibility of economic profit without taking the

investment tax credit into account." Id. at 1053 The

Tax Court held that (1) the tax credit was not a

substitute for or component of economic profit, (2)

the transaction had no economic substance, and (3) the

transaction would be disregarded for federal tax
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purposes. Id. at 1063 -67. 7 See also, e g , ASA

Investerings P'ship v. Comm'r, 201 F.3d 505, 513 (D.C.

Cir.) (holding that a bona fide partnership was not

formed where the parties used installment sale

transactions to generate tax losses but lacked a

nontax business purpose for forming the partnership:

is inadequate in the absence of a"'business activity'

nontax business purpose"), cert, denied, 531 U.S. 871

Friendship Dairies observes that how the7 In dictum,

economic substance doctrine will apply to tax benefits

other than the investment tax credit (including the

LIHTC) turns to a great extent on "the relevant

statutory framework and some investigation into

legislative history." 90 T.C at 1064. In the years

since the Tax Court issued its decision, the federal

courts have not spoken with one voice. With respect to

historic rehabilitation tax credits, the Third Circuit

has held that "to be a bona fide partner for tax

purposes , a party must have a 'meaningful stake in the

success or failure' of the enterprise." Historic

Boardwalk, 694 F.3d at 449 (citation omitted) With

respect to solar water heaters eligible for

alternative energy tax incentives, the Ninth Circuit

has held that an" [ajbsence of pre-tax profitability

does not show 'whether the transaction had economic

substance beyond the creation of tax benefits,' where

Congress has purposely used tax incentives to change

investors' conduct." Sacks v Comm'r, 69 F.3d 982, 991

(9th Cir. 1995) (holding that for purposes of the

economic substance doctrine, the value of tax credits

and depreciation deductions can be included in return

on investment, but the transaction overall must show

profit even after taking into account the tax credits

as a cash item) (citation omitted) . As discussed infra

at 31-33, the courts have not yet addressed the

application of the economic substance doctrine to

ROFRs in Section 42 transactions.
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(2000) . In short, "where a transaction has no economic

purpose other than to reduce taxes, the IRS may-

disregard the reported figures as fictions and look

through to the underlying substance." Fid. Int '1

Currency Advisor A Fund, LLC ex rel . Tax Matters

Partner v. United States, 661 F.3d 667, 6/0 (1st cir.

2011) (emphasis omitted), aff'g, 747 F. Supp . 2d 49,

232 (D. Mass. 2010) ("The transaction will be

recognized for tax purposes only if, from the

perspective of a rational economic investor, the

'transaction offers a reasonable opportunity for

economic profit, that is, profit exclusive of tax

benefits.'") (citation omitted).

The Superior Court found: "As to the financial

interest of the Limited Partners and the expectations

they had when they entered into [the ROFR] , the

Partnership Agreement itself, together with the

Closing Documents that were part of that deal, do not

support [the Limited Partners'] position that they

will somehow be deprived of their bargained for

benefits." R A. 763. The lower court specifically

found that "the tax benefits together with the

anticipated tax losses that [the Limited Partners]

would receive over the 15 year compliance period"
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would afford them "the benefit of their bargain," id

at 763-64—iin other words that the Court co\ala J ook

exclusively. to the Investors' expected after tax

economic benefit.

Appellees' and their Amici urge this Court to

embrace those findings. Appellees argue that "the

Limited Partners did not expect to receive any

residual value in the Property . . Their expeftation

was to. receive highly advantageous tax benefits."

Appellees' Brie;f at 44; see also id at 19, 44-47;

POAH/CBA Brief at 15-16 {the Limited Partners expected

"no additional compensation beyond the tax credits"),

CHPA Brief at 24 (the Partnership Agreement "reflects

the statutory intent to provide a benefit to the

investors in the form of enhanced tax benefits, as

opposed to a more traditional cash return"), id. at 29

(the ROFR "substitutes significant investor tax

benefits for customary returns from appreciation of

real property"); State Agencies' Brief at 32 ("the

LIHTC replaces the traditional real estate transaction

expectations of a cash return with a return almost

solely derived from tax benefits").

Holland & Hart urges the Court to reject the

benefit- of -the -bargain findings, which threaten the
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viability of Section 42 investments and, ultimately,

of low-income housing itself.

At the outset, as the Limited Partners argued

below and continue to assent on appeal, the lower

court engaged in improper fact-finding at the summary

judgment stage, and equally improperly relied on the

CohnReznick model, which was not part of either the

Partnership Agreement or the ROFR/Option Agreement.

See Appellants' Brief at 30-33 As to the CohnReznick

model, based on Holland & Hart's experience in Section

42 transactions , such models typically reflect a set

of conservative assumptions that demonstrate the

operation of the transaction terms under those

assumptions, rather than tne investor's actual

expectation of performance: the investor usually

expects the low income housing project's performance

to vary from the model—someti me s positively, sometimes

negatively, and sometimes materially.

More important, from a federal tax law

perspective, the Superior Court's benef it-of - the-

bargain ruling, like its ROFR- as-opti on ruling,

threat. ens to defeat the very tax benefits that

Appellees, their Amici, and the Superior Court claim

are paramount. Applying the authorities cited above to
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Section 42 projects, if the Limited Partners did not

"really and truly" intend to share in pre-tax

potential profits and losses, the Partnership can be

deemed lacking in economic reality and, therefore,

prohibited from reaping the tax benefits that underlie

the LIHTC program. Stated differently, the potential

residual value of a low-income housing project at the

end of the 15 -year statutory compliance period

satisfies the Code's economic substance requirement;

under the Superior Court's finding that there was no

such potential residual value, the entire Project

might lack the legally necessary economic substance

The Superior Court Decision Threatens

Substantial Collateral Damage

II .

As discussed above, the Superior Court's

.construct ion- of the ROFR.and its finding that the

Limited Partners had no pre-tax profit expectation

create a risk that the IRS would reject the Limited

Partners' ability to enjoy the LIHTC and other tax

benefits in this case. But the ramifications of the

Superior Court's decision, if affirmed, are likely to

cut a far wider swath.

Holland & Hart's tax attorneys are not aware of

any other decision that applies the economic substance
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rule to a ROFR used in connection with a low- income

housing investment under Section 42. But see Corbin

at **3-5 (confirming that theWest, 1999 WL 13704

economic substance rule applied to partnerships

claiming LIHTC—in that case, to the treatment of a

note that had no reasonable likelihood of being paid

off); Treas . Reg. Sec 1.42-4 (b) (recognizing that

"losses, deductions, or credits attributable to the

ownership and operation of a qualified low-income

building with respect to which the [LIHTC] is

allowable may be limited or disallowed under other

provisions of the Code or principles of tax law, "

including "the 'sham' or 'economic substance'

analysis") . As a result the outcome of this appeal

will be especially significant. A decision that treats

a Section 42 ROFR—a typical feature of low- income

housing transactions—as the functional equivalent of

an option to purchase at a predetermined below- FMV

price , and that finds no pre-tax expectation of profit

for Section 42 investors, would have negative

repercussions for the low-income housing market as a

whole. These rulings would negatively impact

investors' willingness to participate in future

Section 42 projects and partnerships that include a
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ROFR because they would reduce investors' motivation

to participate in the low- income housing development

in the first instance. If this Court affirms the

Superior Court, taxpayers will assume that granting a

ROFR similar to the one in this case will render

uncertain both the ownership of the Project for

federal tax purposes and the economic substance of the

transaction .

The Third Circuit's decision in Historic

Boardwalk caused a similar chilling effect on historic

rehabilitation investment. Following that decision

(which rejected the allocation of tax credits to the

for-profit investor) , taxpayers became uncertain

whether the IRS and the courts would respect

partnerships and related transactions that were

designed to invest in historic buildings and generate

rehabilitation tax credits. See generally, Timothy

"A Dark Future for Historic Tax Credits AfterJacobs

Historic Boardwalk, " Taxation of Exempts (July/Aug.

2013) ("A recent appellate court decision has cast a

shadow over investments in historic rehabilitation

projects. . . . The Third Circuit's decision . . . not

only has had a chilling effect on new investment in

historic rehabilitation, it has raised significant
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concerns as to the Service's audit intentions with

respect to investments already made."), available at

https : / / www hunton . coia/images/content/3/3/v2/3307/Dark

Fut"u:re_for_Historic_Tax Credits.pdf Tax -credit

investment in historic buildings came to a near halt

following the Third Circuit's decision, until the IRS

eventually issued safe harbor guidance to spur

continued investment See Rev Proc . 2014-12, 2014-3

I K . B . 415

Based on the aftermath of Historic Boardwai k and

Holland & Hart tax lawyers' experience advising

clients under Section 42, t.he reasoning oi the

Superior Court decision will likely curtail low-income

housing investments absent models that demonstrate the

projects' profit potential-even if the IRS issues

future guidance assuring taxpayers chat ROFRs

structured similarly to the one in this case will not

transfer tax ownership of the project, and that the

IRS will respect such transactions Unless this Court

reverses, we would expect investment in low- income.

housing projects to occur only in projects where

i axpayers can demonstrate a return beyond the LIHTC

and depreciation deductions- -an outcome that bodes ill

or non-profit entities that operate Section &2
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projects and typically anticipate buying the projects

at the end of the compliance period.

As espoused by Congress, "[t]he low-income

housing tax credit is one of the most direct and

efficient ways to subsidize the production of low-

cost, affordable housing for low- income Americans."

Summary of the Low- Income Housing Tax Credit Act,

Cong. Rec. S5194 (daily ed May 11, 1989) (statement

of Sen. Chafee) Ironically, the Superior Court's

decision, which placed great weight on Congress's

intent to encourage the development and maintenance of

low-income housing, puts those private subsidies at

great risk.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above and in the Limited

Partners' briefs, Holland & Hart LLP respectfully

supports reversal of the Superior Court decision.

/s/ Charles R. Bennett

Charles R. Bennett
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